Background: Prophylactic central lymph node dissection (CLND) in papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTMC) patients without clinical evidence of central lymph node metastasis (CLNM) remains controversial. The purpose of our study is to identify preoperative predictive factors for finding CLNM in Chinese PTMC patients, which may allow tailored CLND.
Introduction
Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most common histological subtype of thyroid carcinoma, accounting for 85-90% of all thyroid malignancies, and its incidence is steadily increasing each year. 1, 2 Papillary thyroid microcarcinoma (PTMC) refers to a PTC with the greatest diameter of 10 mm or less. 3 With the rapid development of high-resolution Ultrasonography and fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB), impalpable PTMC has been frequently detected and diagnosed. Central lymph node metastasis (CLNM) is seen in 40-60% of PTMC patients. 4 It is generally accepted that therapeutic central lymph node dissection (CLND) should be performed in patients with macroscopic CLNM. The revised American Thyroid Association (ATA) guidelines recommend that prophylactic CLND should be considered in patients with high-risk thyroid cancer. 5 How to do with the low-risk PTMC patients? Recently, Agcaoglu et al recommends prophylactic CLND should not be operated for patients with tumors smaller than 5 mm and without evidence of nodal metastasis in preoperative neck ultrasonography. 6 Whether patients without clinical evidence of CLNM need to receive routine prophylactic CLND remains controversial. It is the key to handle this question predicting the risk of central lymph node metastasis in cN0 PTMC validly. Ultrasonography, based on the differences of reflection, absorption and attenuation of Ultrasonography waves in thyroid tissue and surrounding neck tissue, is a standard auxiliary examination for patients with thyroid cancer. 7 Although preoperative Ultrasonography plays an important role in visualizing CLNM, neck Ultrasonography examination has a very low sensitivity to visualize the CLNM lesions. 8 BRAF V600E mutation, which constitutively activates the MAPK signaling pathway, is a somatic alteration highly specific to PTMC. 9, 10 The MAPK signaling pathway plays a crucial role in the regulation of cell growth, division, and proliferation. 11 In addition, many investigations have demonstrated that the BRAF V600E mutation is associated with aggressive clinicopathologic characteristics. 12, 13 Given that prophylactic CLND in PTMC patients without clinical evidence of CLNM is controversial, there is a great need for independent predictors for CLNM to allow targeted prophylactic CLND. The purpose of this study is to identify clinical and biological predictors of CLNM in Chinese patients with cN0 PTMC.
Methods and materials

Patients and thyroid cancer samples
This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and approved by the Ethics Committee of the Affiliated Hospital of Jiangsu University (ethical review number: SWYXLL20190225-2). Written informed consent for the evaluation of BRAF status was obtained from participant patients prior to thyroidectomy.
This study was conducted in the Affiliated Hospital of Jiangsu University from October 2015 to December 2017. During this period, 232 patients underwent thyroidectomy with routine prophylactic CLND. All patients were diagnosed with PTMC preoperatively by FNAB or postoperative pathology, and the determination of CLNM confirmed with the surgery pathology. Among these patients, we set the following exclusion criteria for this study: (a) a previous history of thyroidectomy ; (b) 
Ultrasonography and image analysis
Every nodule was studied separately. Two experienced radiologists, who were unaware of clinicopathologic characteristics and BRAF results, independently interpreted all preoperative Ultrasonography features and recorded the Ultrasonography examination for each PTMC using standardized institutional protocols. When disagreements appeared between the two radiologists, the third senior radiologist reviewed the features and made the final decision. We selected the largest tumor as the target tumor when the preoperative Ultrasonography showed multifocality. Because vascularity on Ultrasonography was difficult to evaluate objectively even using color Doppler technique, vascularity was not assessed.
BRAF mutation analysis
According to published studies, the ability to detect BRAF V600E in FNAB cytologic specimens is not inferior to that in postoperative pathologic specimens. 11, 14 The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) conditions and primers for amplifying exon 15 of the BRAF, which contains V600E mutation, were established previously. 15 Genomic DNA was extracted from FANB specimens using the QIAamp DNA FFPE Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) following the manufacturer's instruction. For direct DNA sequencing, exon 15 was amplified by PCR, followed by the Big Dye terminator cycle sequencing reaction and sequence reading on an ABI PRISM 3730 genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). 16 
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (ver. 19.0; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA between the predicting factors and the presence of CLNM. A risk score for each patient was constructed based on the identified risk factors, including tumor size (1 for size>7 mm, 0 for size≤7 mm), marked hypoechogenicity (1 for presence, 0 for absence), multifocality (1 for positive, and 0 for negative) and BRAFV600E mutation (1 for positive and 0 for negative). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and area under the ROC curve (AUC) were used to estimate the predictive power.
Results
Demographic variables
Among the 182 patients, 71 (39.0%) were CLNM positive. Association between risk factors and CLNM in the score system
Finally, we computed a risk score for each patient based on the above-identified significant predictors and constructed a ROC curve using the risk score. The AUC was 0.755 ( Figure 1) . A cut-off point of 0.44 resulted in a sensitivity of 63.4% and a specificity of 80.2% for prediction.
Discussion
PTMC belongs to the low-risk PTC group of thyroid carcinomas, which are rarely life-threatening. CLNM is common in PTMC patients with an incidence of 40-60%. 17 PTMC patients with clinically positive CLNM are usually treated with therapeutic CLND. However, how to manage cN0 PTMC patients is still a matter of debate because of the limited survival benefits and the CLND-associated complications, such as hypoparathyroidism and recurrent laryngeal nerve injury. Using preoperative Ultrasonography to visualize metastatic lymph node in the central compartment is not very accurate. Previous studies have attempted to identify predictive factors of CLNM in cN0 PTMC patients, but the results were inconsistent. Therefore, we set to investigate the preoperative predictive factors for occult CLNM in Chinese cN0 PTMC patients. The current system to predict cN0 CLNM primarily depends on histopathologic features, such as extrathyroidal extension (ETE), tumor subtype, and advanced T stage (T3 and/or T4), all of which are only available from postoperative pathology. Consequently, recent efforts have focused on the preoperative clinical features to predict subclinical CLNM. Preoperative risk factors for subclinical CLNM in PTMC patients were not well defined. Our study found several clinicopathologic and ultrasonographic characteristics, including large tumor size (>7 mm), marked hypoechogenicity, multifocality, and BRAF V600E mutation, which were available preoperatively, as potential risk factors for CLNM. 
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An age of 45 years old as the cut-off point is common to be a clinical marker for prognosis. Several previous studies have shown that age<45 years exhibited a poorer prognosis. 18 Consistently, in our study, there were apparently higher percentage of CLNM in patients younger than 45 years than those Note: Significance was assigned for two-tailed P-value < 0.05 (bold values).
45 years or older, although the difference did not reach statistical significance. As expected, tumor size was confirmed as a prognostic feature in PTMC in our study. We observed that tumor size>7 mm presented a 3.6-fold increased risk of CLNM in cN0 patients. Likewise, Zhou et al reported that tumor size>7 mm was a risk factor of CLNM. 19 Two other studies also demonstrated that larger tumor size of PTMC enhanced tumor aggressiveness and worsened survival of patients. 20, 21 Multifocality in PTMC is an indication for increased risk of tumor recurrence and CLNM. A previous study has shown multifocality may be associated with clone selection from a preneoplastic field and spread throughout the thyroid gland. 22 In a meta-analysis, Sun et al found multifocal PTMC was also an independent predictor of CLNM. 8 Our study found that multifocality was also an independent predictive factor for CLNM with an OR of 4.2.
Whether suspicious ultrasonographic features are associated with CLNM in cN0 PTMC remains controversial.
Some studies have reported on the association between CLNM and selected preoperative ultrasonographic features, such as the presence of calcification. 23 whereas other studies reported null results for the associations of CLNM with several ultrasonographic features including solid component, marked hypoechogenicity, microcalcification, microlobulated or irregular margin, and non-parallel orientation. 15, 24 We defined marked hypoechogenicity as decreased echogenicity when compared with the surrounding strap muscle. 11 In our study, we found marked hypoechogenicity as an independent predictor for CLNM, but not other ultrasonographic features including microcacification, microlobulated or irregular margin and non-parallel orientation. Further studies are needed to clarify the value of ultrasonographic features in predicting CLNM.
The prevalence of concomitant chronic lymphocytic thyroiditis (CLT) in PTC has been reported to range from 10% to 58%. 15 Only a handful of investigations have reported the effects of concomitant CLT with occult CLNM. Loh et al showed that PTC patients with concomitant CLT had a good prognosis, due to the low frequency of extrathyroid extension (ETE), lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis. 25, 26 In our study, the incidence of CLT was less frequent in node-positive patients than node-negative patients (33.8% vs 66.2%), which did not reach statistical significance (P=0.400). Likewise, Xiang et al also did not find significant association between concomitant CLT and CLNM. 17 Over the last decade, the relationship between BRAF V600E mutation and clinicopathological characteristics in PTC has been extensively studied. BRAF V600E mutation was closely related to a poor outcome and could lead to an increase in tumor recurrence and cancer-related mortality.
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BRAF mutation-related molecular alterations, including overexpression of tumor-promoting genes, silencing of tumor suppressor genes, and down-regulation of thyroid iodide-handling genes, plays a fundamental role in the formation, progression, and aggressiveness of PTMC. 28, 29 Though BRAF V600E mutation has been considered as an important clinical marker of adverse prognosis, its value as a predictor of CLNM is still debatable. Virk et al found that PTMC patients with BRAF mutation were more likely to present cervical lymph node metastasis characteristics. 30 but a recent study showed that BRAF mutation was not a predictor for CLNM in cN0 PTMC patients. 31 We examined BRAF V600E mutation on FNAB tissues preoperatively and found BRAF V600E mutation as a strong independent risk factor for CLNM (OR=5.339) in multivariate analysis.
In our ROC curve analysis combining all the identified predictors, the AUC reached 0.755, demonstrating a strong prediction efficiency. A cut-off point of 0.44, resulted in a sensitivity of 63.4% and a specificity of 80.2%. Moreover, the predictors in this scoring system mainly come from preoperative ultrasonographic features, which is advantageous to postoperative markers for predicting occult CLNM. These results may aid surgeons to tailor the follow-up treatment of each PTMC patient.
There are several limitations to our study. Firstly, our study was a retrospective observational study and there may be selection bias. Secondly, the 232 patients of our studies are all Chinese, and whether the identified factors can predict CLNM in other races needs further investigation. Thirdly, locoregional recurrence and disease-specific survival were not investigated in this study due to short follow-up time and low events. Fourthly, some risk factors for CLNM such as family history and behaviors, have not been investigated in our study. Future prospective, multicenter, large sample size, and long-term follow-up studies are warranted to evaluate the impact of occult CLNM on prognosis.
In summary, we presented several independent predictive factors for CLNM in patients with cN0 PTMC. We constructed a risk prediction model consisting of tumor size>7 mm, marked hypoechogenicity, multifocality and BRAF V600E mutation that may guide surgeons to evaluate the nodal status in cN0 PTMC and perform tailored prophylactic CLND.
